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ABSTRACT

The article presents suggestions for using English language newspapers

in ESOL instruction. The author begins with a description of the format

of a typical American newspaper. The types of text fnund in a newspaper

are: I) Technical Material(headlines, tables of contents, mastheads, etc.),

2) Short Material(waut ads, squibs, weather reports, etc.), and 3) Long

HAterial(full length articles, editorials, regular features, etc.).

On the basis of the three types described the author presents sample

reading texts with learning exercises, vocabulary material, au4 testing

procedures. The sample texts include two mint ads and one full length

front page article taken fro4lanneapolis-based newspapers. The

reader is referred to ERIC Document ED 096 849 for general information

about the use of magazines and newspapers in the foreign language

classroom.



Introduction

In most modern industrial and commercial societies, a major source

of information about daily events and of communication of ideas is

the newspaper. In highly technological societies, such as the United

States and Western Europe, such calmunication is being supplanted by

radio and television, whereas in more underdeveloped; that is, less

1-iterate societies, word of mouth is still the major source of news.

However, newspapers are important reading uaterial in both types of

societies.

For foreign students at universities, newspapers represent perhaps the

bulk of the personal reading that most of them may do on a daily basis.

Because of the variety of material to be found in an average American

newspaper,
,1
And because of the, brevity of soot new' articles, newspapers

offer an easy link with the immediate culture surrounding foreign students.

Unless students are literatuallumdors or highly fluent in written English,

most will not read novels, plays, poetry, or even periodical news magagines.

The newspaper is thus the only consistently available reading "break" in

a routine of textbooks, professional journals, and class notes.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the reading skill as applied to

American daily newspapers. There have been attempts in the past to

examine the role of newspapers in the foreign language curriculum.

Lange(1969) describes the various functionsoof newspaiers within the

teacbing of reading and culture, especially with reference to French,

German, and ESOL. Be suggests how intensive reading in the foreign

language can be accomplished through use of journalistic material. Be

also suggests how extensive, broader reading comprehension might be attain. ed

by use of reading guides, leading questions, and content explanations,

without direct control of the teacher, with newspapers and magazines as

the basis. He further discusess the reinforcement of structural learning,

awareness of style, and preparation for writing tasks, as well as the

amount of cultural information to be found in newspapers. In a similar

vein, Guthschow(1969) gives the history of the use of current periodical

literature in the foreign language curricilum in German secondary schools,

vis-4.vis the traditional concept of "reading" as meaning belletristic

literature exclusively; He discusses those journals which are designed
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for teaching English to speakers of other langiages, specifically to

speakers of German. Both of the articles, however, give littler indication

as to how newspapers can be presented to a class of non»nativespeakers

of the target language, nor"do they go into any detail as to precisely

what kinds of journalistic material are best suited to a given class of

learners.

Dacanay(1963) on the other hang, does give suggestions on how to use
. .

a newspaper article as the basis for teaching reading, specifically to

young learners. Seely and Day(1971) go into great detail on how to use

newspaper headlines to teach reading and culture to high school and

college student8 of Spanish, They present genuine headlines from

actual Spanish - language newspapers, with suggestions f6r classroom use,

student supplementary activities, and evaluations of reading comprehension.

It is this author's intention to expand upon the ideas in Dacanpy and in

Seelye and Day, to suggest further uses and practical hints for teaching

reading through newspapers in ESOL clisses.

The population for these activities is the large group of foreign students.

0
on American college and university campuses. The group is heterogeneous

in language background, and comes to the campus with at least minimal

acceptable listening, speaking, and reading skills. The purpose of the

activities 13 to give them small, measured amounts of newspaper reading

until such point as the students feel independent enough to read, under

stand, and use the information found in newspapers. Certain motivational

factors should be on their side, primarily the fact that they are surrounded

by the English speaking environment and must learn to communicate with its

even if they are m. ivated iolely by academic puisuits and contacts only

with fellow countrymen outside the classroom.
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American Newspaper Format

The American newspaper is in many ways unlike its counterpart in other

cultures. A superficial glance at the front page will establish this.

Type sizes may range from very large for headlines and mastheads, down'

to the small type faces used in articles and advertisements. Rarely do

articles of major .importance, begin and end on the front page: They are

begun, frequently next to a key photograph with a summary caption, run

for a column or two, and then continue on a later page. Many newspapers

put tallies of contents and capsulised summaries of chief news items on

the front page, along with weather reports; sports activities, and phone

numbers for various newspaper services. On indile pages it is rare to find

an entire papge without those space-gobbling advertisements("as"),

which of course contribute greatly if not substantially to the veryfinancial

existence of the'nawspapero In °the? words, American newspapers expose

readers to a variety of visual stimuli in as small and as economical space

as possible, while still providing newst, factaat information about

community events, and bases for forming opinions about Lily event.

Although there are many ways to classify the material in an average daily

newspaper* the following major classifications will be used for this paper.

Each classification has certain characteristics which give unity to the

material categorised into it and which separate it from the other two

classifications. The classifications are: i) Technical Material,

2) Short Material, and 3) Long Material. They are based primarily on

their function, as well as their physical length, within the newspaper.

I) Technical Material comprises headlines, photograph' captions, tables of

contents, mastheads, column headings, and datelines. 'Mine make up the

"skeleton" of the newspaper. They are the guides witch help the ruder

discover where certain kinds of reading material are located, and in the

case of headlines and photograph captions, which items will have the

greatest immediate interest. It is thus posshile to gather a substantial

amount of information about the content of the newspaper from such material.
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2) Short Material comprises adVertistments("ads"), want ad', weather

reports, entertainment listings, stock market tableg, scores from sports

events, and squibs(short pieces of almanac information put in to fill up

a blank space). These are highly specific in theme,easily detached in

context from the rest of the paper, each usually with a restricted

vocabulary and fwequently elliptical sentance ntructure. They are also

the home territory of whole families of abbreviationi typically used by

newspapers to commuuicate continually recurring words and ideas, and to

save space and printer's ink.

3) Long Matetial comprises full length feature articles, editorials,

letterstorthe.-editor, fictional stories, and on a continually-these

basis, cartoons and comics. Each forms an integral nawsiitem or segment

of a recurring-thematic item. Although each may have aunique context,

they usually rely upon the reader's fakiliarity with other related events

and general vocabulpry outside the single newspaper issue. Thus,

tiaike Short Material, Long Material cannot be readily detached from

its couL:xt and unlike Technical Material, it does not guide the

reader's au,:ention. Rather it supplies the reader with the facts, ideas,

and opinions being currently expressed in the actual world.

Summarizing the functions of each type of material, then, Technical Material

guides the selection of reading material, Short Material supplies specific

data of interest to a limited audience, and song Mat informs and

stimulates opinions.

'Alen reading skills in connection with the newspaper-are mentioned, only what

is termed "Long Material" is usually meant, possibly because of its

reseeblance to literary prose. All three types of material, howdver,

contribute greatly to the understanding of the foreign language culture.

and should be dealt with for the themes and , vocabulary they present to

the learner.
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.Texts,_ Exercises, and Tests

This section mill deal with examples for the classroom teaching of

each classification of newspaper reading material. Although each is

an example of only one kind of material within a classification, the

principles presented are transfers ar kinds ormststials.

Thus the reading of want ads could b ransferr4seo.the reading of

commercial advertisements, and.the'teading of full length articles

could be transferred to the reading of editorials.

The newspapers from Which examples are drawn are the Minnsenolis Star,

and the Minnesota D 11 The latter is the student newspaper of the

University of Minnesota. Because newspapers in different localities-

differ:from those in others, the teacher is urged to make whatever changes

are needed to make his or her exercises conform to the newspaper format

being used, to the kinds of materials being chosen, as well as to the

needs and interests of the student group being taught..

It is assumed that the students for which these materials are prepared

have the basic listening, speaking, and seeding skills, that is, they

are able to follow naval spoken English speech withrelative

and have hem trained in English letter combination recognition and basic

reading comprehension skills, On the basis of proficiency tests, the

teacher can determine'which materials to begin with.

1) Technical Material

In order for a foreign student toread an American newspaper intelligenbley,

he must first know what it contains, where the consents are located,

and how to identify in terms of vocabulary the things he wishes to learn

from the newspaper. Sy trial and error he may come to know where

editorials, television and radio listings,. weather information,' and "Dear

Abby" are located, but it is more economical if he is shown where everything

is and bow it is organized, at the outset, especially if.his native language

culture uses a newspaper format thet is climatically different from the

American (Hebrew, Arabic, Chinese, etce)

A
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4T the teething 4 headlines and.photegrepb captions, the reader

is.direkted to Seely. and Day', article on the residing of headlines

in Spanish. Much the sane approach applies to teachidg headlines in

ISM classes. The reader should note that the vocahelair in headlines not

only indicates what the following article is about, but also what kind

of cultural information is supplied. This will help thestudant identify

which themes the newspaper editors, and indirectly the culture behind

the newspaper, consider important to transmit to the reading public.

`''The following mortise is intended to familiarise the foreign student

student with the vocabulary used to identify newspaper itene. It should

be done orally, with the student at first. following the printed test

as the teacher reads it'aloud, and then with 40 student reading it

aloud. The teacher should bring an actual issue of the semeneper to

class in order to point out what in being discussed. The important

vocabulary should be underlined, as in the sample'test gives, or be

written out by the student in a notebook. The former approach emu*

used if the teacher feels that the student's basic reading skill is

sufficiently developed to make note taking on this subject superfluous.

The latter approach can be used to be on the safe side: students learn

best when as many psycholinmistic lomat/km are bought into play as

possible. If the student sees the printed word, hears it spoken, is

asked to repeat it aloud, and then write it in his won handwriting,

it will be retained longerthad.merely reading and hearing it.

After oralpreseitation, and discussion of new and unfamiliar words,

students should be checked on their comprehension of the vocabulary

presented. This can be done by a series of fcatual questiossocalless

for simple one -word or Ohriphreae answers. If done in class' orally, the

questions should refer to the newspaper at hand in the classroom.

If written, prior oreOpracticsin the same kind of question should be

benausesof the difficulty in **producing acute' newspaper pages

in print and/ or drqving.

9
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Tbe tachieg of technical aspects oeneFspapers usually 4kkesk one part

of a single Class'peried, wIthttMe exception of headlines; which cia

teke.place as etc/diatoms dailifixercise.4scaule et: other two

classlficatioie reqpire.prior kaqwledge of.thk terms identifying material

.,
in then, most of the Technical Mateilal can V. learned by contineeus

?tactics, but shueld"be discussed before dealing with the ether two.

2) Short Material

American newspapers thrive on abbreviations and ellipses. If every

advertisement, vent ad, stock market entry, amAlop4ielisting were 'I.

written out in comillete words and sentences, a newspaper would be %

physically unwieldy, boringly repetitive(at least optically), and.

e*hotbistently expensive. It is therefore no surprise that thimajor problem

in reading Short Material is the deciphering and comOrthension of\h4hre.,

viated verde and elliptical structures. The exercises Isere will shcm'\

bow this skill might be developed effectively, using classified ad.

vertisemen("ueot ad") as examipIeft,

Want ads are geierally separated into their awn section of the newspaper.

They are arranged according to subject clessifications for the things

or services to he. sought, bought, or sold. Some newspapers arrange such

tlassificat)pas in alphabetical order(Apartments, Antos, Rouses, Misc. etc.)

Others give a ciassificatioa a code number and arrange the ads in

nemeriail order. Sefot4 looking for a particular want ad, the teacher

and stedent should permit the entire section to determine its classification

structure, if a table of contents is not provided.

Once the particular colon' is located, the isolation of a particular want

ad can a language class it is best to begin by distributing

either original copies of one or nor. want ad pages, or.ask studints to

bring a partinular issue to class. Otherwise various forms of duplication

are available, the simplest being for the teacher to type a doses or

so want ads of interest and ditto them:

A single ad should be isoiated(See'Text 2). initially the teacher should

"expand" it, first by merely absubstituting full words for abbreviations,

than by filling out complete sentences and divas. After expanding two or

10
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three w antiadalromt.the column, the vichir should ask the students to
.

read silently one ado' Then one student should expand it, orally Ly '

$ .

- ,,,

substituting full Words for abbreviations, ('ten putting these words into

sentences. the ultimate activity here'would be for,a student to tell

in his own Words what.a givenwant ad says without the intermediate step,
.

4.

of deliberately dedipbering each abbreviation and ellipsis.

/During these activitas students should keep a list odcommonly used

'abbreviations from the newspaper for Daum Kaference. The (list should

be written by topic, sfilCC.many.abbreviations are used exclusively In only

inc' kind of want ad column. Also the vocabulary for mamy its may

require extensive explanation,in terms of culturarawareness of what

the vocabulary items imOly to the newsPaper:reader. Buying an

automobile, f4ir example, requires i whole range of.bighly. specific terms

such as "horsepower," "paver staring," "Air conditioners" ,twhite wall tires,"

and the like, which may not be in the experience of Jassy student's
.1a

Looking foT anapariment requires understandingtf bow American-ipartments

are designed, and how, of course, Americans live in'apartments. The simple

word "efficiency," for example, when used in want ads for apartments,

,is not quite as simple to understand as its dicelgety definitoon night

seem.. The same goes for ads forspartments and rooms in Germany or France.

fr
.After sufficient controlled expaneon of selected want ads'has been practiced

j

the students can be assigned to read through any page of want ads, check; -.

those that attract attention and be ready to report 'on4bese in class.
. . $ . .

Before a student begins such report, he should be allowed to ask for
.. .

\ 'explanations of,any words or s ctures that are new or in unusual configuration.
. .

\ Such explanations should be ma the entire class. Then the
.

solidest
.

.

ould %dismiss what he has found in the ad, explaining what the object or
$

se ice is for sale ovrent what specific chareiteristics it has(size, ',

color location, etc.) what price is requested, and how the reader can

obtain.moreltnoymation about the object or service(address phone nueber, ets..)

1 11,



4.

Tests for comprehension of want ads should take one of two forUo

Etiher a Vocabulary test or isolated terms may be gGem, or a sample

want ad should be presented for the studinis to expand into full.senteices

. or phraseso/folloiftd by a series of factual- questions about the 'want ad.
. .

In the vocabulary test en,item should be give6 under the classification-

rubric where it typically appear's. *Theabbreviation "1 bro," for example,

will rarely if ever be found in a went ad abOut a Plymouth. It should

be listed with:other terms directly related to the rubric "Apartments.'

.' for Rent." Words which appear in several different columns could be

^grouped together Under a rubric such as "General Vocabulary ;' although

it should not takyong forstUdentsito.read "immediately" for "immed."

"condition" for "cond.". or Imint,4e" for 'bin." %one numbers, addresses,'

and prices should also reqpire little explanation.

The reading of v t ads does not have to take a great'amount of time.

It can be spread o t over a semester or quarter as a continuing kind, of

exercise alternatiy;zto the more involved activities of reading longer - .

prose or professionally oriented material in the ESOL class. If the teauheu

dames a need at the beginning of the tern for intensive trainilig in reading

want ads, becanm; of student requiremente,for locating housing, furniture,

or transportation, it can be done e4iciently by determininewhichitems

are of greatest interest, giving the students a lies of the most

important abbreviations, and spending as much time as.necessary examining

with students. the material they need to understaet quickly.

0,

The pria5iples just outlined apply equally well to the reading of full

leigth commercial advertisements("ads"), weather repor s, sports announcements,

eand other reading Iaterial with'a highly specialized vocabulary and

recurring abbreviations.

3) Long Material

Long Material slakes up the bulk of the "news" *patent of a newspaper.
. ,

Most of the articles of various lengths'and styles are example* of

Long Material: front page lead articles, editorials, feature:iolumns

(such as Ann Landers and Art BUchwald), special featuraitems(Sunday

supplement), and letters-to-theeditor(which'are in reality "articles"

written by the reader's). Cartoons and comics are included hire, since they
.

*licher highlight in,a humorous was some aspect of the news and the people

12



in it, or they tell a continuing story. These may be characterized as

having one major therm or point of interest which is elaborated by one

or more subtheme, depending on the length_andimportance'of the article.

Although the language of such material.avoids strictly colloquial tear

inology(except for comics and cartoons), the demands for space and the

desire to reach as large a segmentof the population as possible cause

newspaper editors to use straightforward and unembellished language.

Asa result the vocabulary and structures in Long Material generally

represent the most current level of development in contemporary English

usage to be found in any writing in America.

The following exetelses showhow reading a standard newspaper article

might be simplified for foreign students(e Text 3).

legin with a front page news article, prefera\ly one with_national or

international orientation. This will reach thelreatest number of students,

sione they contain opinion, which bear heavily on previously reported facts

and analyses of the news. As such they are more difficult to comprehend

without setting up the context in which they were written.

Rewrite the article:Seas to capsullie in as few sentences as possible one

main idea is the article. If the teacher feels that the students will have

trouble with involved English sinter, he or she may.wish to reqrite a -

portion of the article imr simpler sentences.

The condense article should be distributed to the students. Any words

known to be unfamiliar or in an unfamiliar contexthould he underlined

or glossed: Because accurate comphrehension builds upon listening and

speaking, the passage should be read aloud, first by the teacher, then by

the individual student. Vocabulary items should be explained as necessary,

by attohter stiidemilf poZeihle, otherwise by the teacher.
.

To test comprehension, ajteries of factual questions should he appended -

to the text. Brief answers, either *s phrases or as complete sentences,

'should be elicited orally at first, then later as a written test exercise.

13 .



After several such con8ensed texts have been' presented, a full, uncut

article may be examined. This may be in the form of a newspaper clipping,

enough copies of the specific newspaper issue are Alienable, or a

typed auplics tion of the article. Ultimately a student should be able

to read any factual as article with at least complete linguistic

compreheesion, if not complete knowledge of everything the article talks

about,

Although writing is not the subject of this paper, it is a natural followup

to the reading skill, If students have an object to sell or teed some

special service, they will need to know how to condense the description of

the object or service to economical size. Moat newspapers automatically

supply the appropriate abbreviations for the customer, but hey must know

what information is essential for a want ad to be effective.

In addition some students may wish to write a litter to the newspepery

or as is frequently the case with university newspapers, write a full

article or editorial on a subject of interest to other foreign_stedents

or to the American community at large about student concerms. Experience'

in reading the American newspaper makes the job of writing either a want

ad or an article a less time-consuming task. Reading the newspaper also

gives the student a better understanding of the culture with which he

would other have weaker contact if he were able to commuAicate only with

the oral skills.

14



Text

0) Objective: Students demon understanding of the basic vocabnlary
of the American newspaper by reading an essay on the'newsr.
paper and then, answering ten factual(who, .,hat, when, where,
how) questions about the essay vocabulary.

1) Teacher's instructions: 'This is a vocabulary building exercise, using
a brief presentation(oral) on the layout of the American
newspaper, done with an actual newspaper as a visual aid.
The words being taught should be written on the board as
they occur. The students should be urged to write these
into a notebook. The significant words are-underlined in
the text, but may require further explanation.
The teacher should read the text first aloud to the class,
then ask a single'student to read a paragraph. If there are
unfamiliar words vhich require discussion or explanation,
these should be taken up as they arise. Following the
reading of the text, questions should be presented to check
comprehension,

2) Student's text:

Although there are differences in American,newspapers.fvms city to ctls,
'most have the same characteristics. Most big cities havenelsthat come
. vt.deily, with a morning and an evening edition, although both editions
have the same basic news items. -. The daily newspaper usually has only two
sections. The Sunday edition, however, may have many sections. each. devoted

0 tom ngle aspect of the news.

On the front lag* are found the chief news stories of the day, each suovarised
by the headline printed in large type above the story. In addition the
front page nsually contains a table of contents, listing the page =ober,
of other major gnats of the paper. It may also have a brief weather report.

Usually in the middle pat of the' newspaper is the editorial page. An
editorial-is an article or essay which presents the personal opinions of the
editor or the publisher about a particular event in the news. Otherwise most
articles tn the paper do not contain opinions or views of the newspaper
staff, just the facts abont whatever event-is reported. On-the editorial
page are also one or two satirical cartoons based on some story or incident
though not, necessarily related' to the editorials printed next to it on the
page. Most newspapers also print letters with opinions, comments, complaints,
etc. from readers who send them to the neviipapers Not surprisingly, these are
called "letters to the edittor."

bn the page following the editorials are thecomics,also called "the funnies:"
These short cartoon segments are humoeoua and entertaining, and usually
appeal most directly to children or young people, although sone are written
for adults(tel Abner, Peanuts, etc.)

15
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Followi 'tif comics is the sports ,page. Information about various
sports events_isliven hare, as well as the scores and results of event

already played.

The last few pages of a newspaper contain the classified advertisements
most often simply called "want ads." These are short announcements put in
by people who want to buy, rent, or sell something. Just about anything
can be advertisd there: Automobiles, houses, apartments, radios, cameras,
books, jobs, etc. These want ads are arranged acoording to subjects, with
a Short heading for each subject.

Almost all newspapers contain Many commercial advertisements or "ads."
A store or company buys apacetin the paper to tell what products or
services it has for sale. These ads are very abort and fit into the
column of print next to the cther news, or they can cover an'entire page
or part of a page and be separated by a border from the rest of the paper.
Newspapers earn a lot of money from these ads, which explains why there are
so many of them. Ads are usually found anywhere in the paper except on
the front page.

3) Test quetions:

a. How often is a newspaper printed? flow often does it come out?

b. What is on the front page?
c. Where is the editorial.page usually found? What is on it?
d. What are the "funnies2"
e. Where can you find the scores of football games playact?
f. Bow *any sections does the daily-newspaper usually have?
g. What does a "headline" do?
h. If you want to express your own opinion about something in the

newspaper, how can you do it?
£9 If you want to sell somAthing how can you do it through the newspaper?
j. Are the following words in the order in which you find the"

.ftems mentioned in the newspaper:
letters..to«ther.editor want ads, front page.

16
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Text 2

0) Objective: Students demonstrate understanding of a standard newspisper

"want ad" by (I) expanding abbreviated words and symbols
into complete words and phrases, and (2) retelling briefly
what the ad says by changing the (expanded) text into one's
own words. This can be done either orally or in writing.

1) Teacher's instruction*: With want ad pages present, or with a typed re-.
production of want ads, expand one or two single ads from
the same column. Then ask a student to try it himself.
Put accumulated abbreviations and terms on the blackboard.

Ask students to take notes. Use sample format for expanding
and testing given below. Oral presentation.

2) Sample want ad expansions

(Actual want ad text):
BR security, carpeted, AC, 261.2 Pillbbery, 432-7008,

823-8318

(Expanded abbreviations):
One bedrool apartment, security system, carpeted* air
conditioning, address 2612 Pillsbury, phone numbers
432-7008 and 823-.8318.

(Expanded sentences and ideas):
There is a one bedroom apartment for rent. It has probably
a kitchen, bathroom, living room, and one or two closets.
The apastment building has a security system: only people
with a key cal get into it, untces someone indide lets then
in. There is air conditioning in the apartment. The address
of the apartment building is 2612 Pillsbury. The phone numbers
to call are 432-1008 or 823-.8318.

0

(Actual want ad text):
NEW EPP cptd, will furn.pkg.close in. $135.Oct 31,
378,-1905 after 5.

(Expanded abbreviations):
New efficiency apartments carpeted, will furnish* parking
close in, rent $135 per month, move in October 31, phone
378-1905 after five o'clock in the evening.

(Expanded sentences and ideas):
There.is a new efficiency apartment for rent. It'probably
has one large room which serves as bedroom and living room*
with a kitchen next to it. The bathroom and closet are
separate rooms. The manager is willing to furnish it, although
it is probably an unfurnished apartment. Parking for cars
is close by, but apparently not reserved for apartment tenants.
The rent is $135 per month. You can move in as early as
October 31. Phone 378-.1905*.but only after five o'clock
in the evening.
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3) Test queations:

Expand the following want ad, removing all abbreviations, replacing
them with complete words and phrases. The want ad comes from the
column marked "Apts. Unfurnished" +)

RSVLE I br wlkout in its 2 yr old unit. Sec syst.
air cond.indr pool, sauna, lease thru Aug 72. Rent
discounted. 633-0339 HUF eves.

Answer the following questions abcut this want ad.
1. How many bedrooms does the apartment have?
2. is the apartment bulling small?
3. How old is the apartment building?
4. What additional conveniences does the apartment have?
5. If you moved into the apartment in August 1971, how

long would you have to pay-rent there?
6. Does the want ad say how much the rent is?
7. What do the abbreviations "AC," "see syst." and

"indr pool" mean?

+) The expansion should look like this:

One bedroom apartment in Roseville, in large two
year old building. Security system, air conditioning,
indoor pool, sauna, lease through August 1972. Phone
633..03391 Alt,fridrot Wedseseicor, 0/1741A Ys 141t,'. 44esa""1"

004,4,4,* * 0

Symple vocabulary quiz

i

):

In a want ad column, dealing with "Autos for Sale," [ what do the following
abbreviations stead for? Substitute complete words r pRiibes.

dr.
egg.
PS
hp.

ht.
AC
WW
htr.
PB

18
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The following list glves the more common abbreviations found in want
ads in the Kinneapolis Star and the Minnesota Daily, The items preceded by
a +) may require explanation for most foreign students.

. "General Vocabulary"

lo

hi
thru

nite
rite

lite

min. (=minute)

sec.(=second)
st.(=s treet)

ave.

mi.(=mile)
lge., lrg.
sh(r), (=share)
wq,(=with)

yr.

etc.etc.

"Autos for Sale"

truns.(=transmission)
whls.(=wheels)
WW(white walls)
eng.(=engine) -

auto.(=automatic)
dr.(=door)

ht.(=hard top)
PB(0power steering)
AC(=air conditioning)

+) PB(=power brakes)
hp.(=hotse power)
btr.(=.' .heater)
std.(=standard)

N

"Apar tine's t s Thif urni s ed urnis bed"

apt.(umpartment)
mo.(=month, per month)
M P(immale female)
cptd.(=carpeted)
dplx.(=duplex)

ls.(=lease)
pkg.(=parking)
bldg.(=building)
rm,(=room)

+ ) eff.(=efficiency)
util.(=utilities as part of rent)
br., BR(=bedroom plus bathroom,.
living room, and one or more closets)
mgr.(rmanager)

+ ) 5xx(=500 block of street)
sec. (=security system)
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Text 3

0) Objective: Students demonstrate reading comprehension of printed news

article by anseering a given number of factual questions
with short answers.

I) Teacher's instructions: This is a reading exercise to get students to
pick out important facts from a newspaper article. The
teacher should read the condensed article once aloud to the
class. Then single students should be asked to read one
paragraph at a time. If vocabulary difficulties arise,
theat should be handled quickly bat completely, However,
exteaive explanations should be avoided so as not to
distract from reading task. The questions in the testing
phase may be handled orally after the complete reading
of the text. Short answers should be elecited, although
complete sentences may be requested to check on grammatical
accuracy of the answers. The basic purpose of this exercise,
however, is to impoove reading comprehension of a newspaper
article. Once several condensed articles are used, a full
length uncut article may be read in the same way.

2) Student's text: Ten is taken from The Minneapolis Star 91, ccciv(NoveMber
14, 1969): 18

CAPE KENNEDY, Florida America's three'*an Apollo 12 crew
successfully blasted off on the second mission to the moon
today, despite a lasvuminute thunderstorm that may have jolted
the rocket with a lightning bolt.

The thick squall had threatened until the final moments to delay
the flight of Navy commanders Charles Conia4, Alan Bean, and
Richard Gordon.

Shortly after the rocket disappeared Into a heavy rain claud,
there was a very definite flash in the sky. It looked lilke two or --
three quick flashes to observers on the ground.

The Apollo 12 spacecraft entered earth orbit twelve minutes after
launch at 10:34 a.m.,'Minneepolis time.

President Nixon, his wife and daughter, as well as VicePresident
Agnew and his wife were among the estimated half million persons
who watched the dramatic blast.-off at Cape Kennedy.

Conrad and Bean are scheduled to touch down on the moon at 12:33 a.m.
Wednesday, in the lunar landing module, named "Intrepid" while Gordon
remains in the command ship, names "Yankee, Clipper," which will fl, at
an altitude of from 62 to 76 miles above the surface of the moon.

They will stay on the lunar surface for 31 hours, as contrasted with
the 21 hours which the astronauts of Apollo 11 spent on the moon.

They will leave behind a package of instruments for scientific measure
ments, which contains a radio unit to beam the information gathered
hack to earth. The power supply will allow the package to operate
for more than a year,
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The moon explorers are equipped with.two hammocks and blankets
so they can sleep during their rest periods on the moon.

(Article copyrighted by the Minneapolis Star, 1969)

3) That Qtleations:

ag, How many an are aboard Apollo 12?
b. What are their names?
c. Have ueu gone to the moon before? How many times?
d. What happendd to the rocket as it disappeared into a rain cloud?
e. What time did the Apollo 12 blast off?
f. Who watched the blast off at Cape Kennedy?
g. When will(did1) the men land on the moon?
h. What is tae name of the lunar landing module? The command bhip?
i. How high 'win the command ship fly above the moon?
j. How long sill the men stay on the moon?
k. Bow long did the men of Apollo 11 ctay on the moon?
1. What will the men of Apollo 12 leave behind on the moon?
rat. Where(How) will the men sleep while on the moon?
II. The three man of Apollo 12 are referred to in the article by four

other titles. Name three of the four.
(Answer: crew, commanders, astronauts, moon explorers)
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